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SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES
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INSTAGRAM FOCUS

NENI STUDIO  X  COMFORT ZONE
SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES

Social Media Channels
Strategic Purpose

Objectives: build online brand awareness, 
turn followers into fans.

FACEBOOK FOCUS

The purpose is to share long 
form contents such as blog 
posts, articles, longer posts 
and informative infos, 
in depth topics.

The purpose for Instagram is
to build brand awareness 
along with a community of 
like-minded people.
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INSTAGRAM FACEBOOK

- visual content - longer copy content

- short curated copy content - educational content

- very curated visual content - links to website/link to news

- stories

- videos (1 min. max) - videos (up to 5 min.)

- sponsored stories

Social Media Channels
Contents
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>12

>2
Facebook Posts
1 post every 2 days

Cover Image Update
every communication 
campaign launch

Social Media Channels
Facebook Content Volume per Month
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Facebook Page Structure
Overview

[851 X 315 px] 

PROFILE IMAGE [comfort zone]
black logo on white
*no additional logos.

COVER IMAGE 
use official pictures only 

If you have a country specific 
facebook page, the hero image 
needs to be updated at least 
twice per month following the 
topics of the editorial calendar.
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Facebook Post Structure
Overview

Comfort Zone Skincare

like comment share

When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the first 
thoughts to enter our mind. Is this really the only way to live this important part of our life?

[ comfort zone ] 

Remedy Defence Cream
*brand always written in lowercaps and with square brackets

*product name always written with capital initial

SHORT HEADLINE  < 155 words 
that makes people want to know more

USE BIT.LY LINKS [URL shortening service]
direct and less messy

NO HASHTAG 
in facebook captions

ARTBOARD SIZE CONTENT:  
1920X1080 pixels - ratio [5:7]
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Facebook Album Structure
Overview

like comment share

HEADLINE 
that makes people want to know more

DETAILED DESCRIPTION  > 155 words

COVER IMAGE  > 1920x1080 - ratio [5:7]
*scroll below for more infos on images

ALBUM CONTENT PREVIEW

When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of 
fertility are the first thoughts to enter our mind.

Is this really the only way to live our life?

Comfort Zone Skincare
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LOCATION (eventually)  

USE BIT.LY LINKS [URL shortening service]
direct and less messy

Facebook Album Structure
Description

like comment share

HEADLINE 
that makes people want to know more

DETAILED DESCRIPTION  > 155 words

Remedy Defence Cream
*product name always written with capital initial

[ comfort zone ] 
*brand always written in lowercaps and with square brackets When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of 

fertility are the first thoughts to enter our mind.

Is this really the only way to live our life?

Comfort Zone Skincare
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Facebook Album Structure
Content

like comment share

COVER IMAGE  > 1920x1080 - ratio [5:7]
*all the pictures of the album must be the same dimension

ALBUM CONTENT PREVIEW 
*choose the order of the pictures in the album in order 
to show relevant content in the album preview

When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of 
fertility are the first thoughts to enter our mind.

Is this really the only way to live our life?

Comfort Zone Skincare
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Facebook Post With Link

don’ts.do’s.

likelike commentcomment shareshare

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyKV02QItI8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyKV02QItI8
When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the first 
thoughts to enter our mind.

When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the first 
thoughts to enter our mind.

When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot 
flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the 
first thoughts to enter our mind.

Link + Description + Link PreviewDescription + Link + Image 1920x1080 

Comfort Zone SkincareComfort Zone Skincare
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Facebook Campaigns

It is increasingly important to create campaigns that are correctly focused on a 

specific target. This approach allows to concentrate the investment on a more 

qualitative and profiled target, which is reached with the right message.

Sponsoring through ADS Manager allows the correct target to be reached by 

tailored communication to which they are more prone to react, avoiding over 

exposition to irrelevant communication that triggers unfollows.

Consumers expect to get exactly what they want, when they want.
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Facebook Campaigns

Create tailored campaigns through 
the Facebook Ads Manager/Business Tool

Refrain from creating campaigns targeting global 
audiences that are not relevant to your market

Boosting posts it’s not an effective 
way to spend Ads Budget and reach the right demographic
*we recommend to get the support from professional FB ads expert to guide you in the ADS process.
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Facebook Campaigns

Comfort Zone Skincare

like comment share

We all respond to stress differently and so does our skin. /skin regimen/ is a collection of unisex 
products to be mixed in a 4-step custom regimen to target the visible effects of stress and pollution.

comfortzoneskincare

liked by NeniStudio

skinregimencountry We all respond to stress differently and

our skin. /skin regimen/ is a collection of unisex products to be mixed 
in a 4-step custom regimen to target the visible effects of stress. #skincare 
#skinregimen #healtyskin #beauty #skincarelover #instagram

do’s do’s

[5:7]

[1:1]

Same Content On Multiple Platforms
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Same Content On Multiple Platforms

When you advertise on facebook, please make 
sure you select the specific placement of the 
ads and choose different creatives/assets 
based on the placement.

The content that might work on Facebook, 
doesn’t necessarily work on Instagram; 
remember, different demographic and patterns. 

With the Instagram example you can see that the text is 
cropped and it doesn’t display the message correctly.

don’t. don’t.

Facebook Campaigns

The creative (photos, videos, graphics, gifs) needs to be tailored for each platform individually.
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Social Media Channels
Instagram Content Volume

1

5

2

20

Instagram Posts
min. per day

Instagram Stories
per week

Instagram Posts
per day - best practice

Instagram Stories
per month
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Instagram Page Structure

comfortzoneskincare

comfortzoneskincare

We stand behind a holistic, soulful, healthy, sustainable skincare approach 
with advanced science-based conscious solutions. #comfortzoneskincare

106
posts

953
followers

18
following

Health/Beauty

+

PROFILE IMAGE [comfort zone]
black logo on white
*no additional logos.

ALWAYS 
Link to Website/E-shop

Overview

www.comfortzone.it
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Instagram Page Highlights

comfortzonecountry

comfortzonecountry

For today’s multitaskers. For urban dwellers. Plant chemistry skincare for a 
healthy and reinvigorated mind. Made in Italy. #FastLivingSlowAging

106
posts

953
followers

18
following

Health/Beauty

+

Highlights Cover Guidelines

Background color from palette*
palette on page 32

Highlight’s Title must fit in the shape of a circle
for a correct visualization of the content

Use Font Franklin Gothic Heavy Regular
same as [comfort zone] logo
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Instagram Post Structure 
Overview

comfortzonecountry

liked by NeniStudio

comfortzonecountry When we think about menopause, mood 
swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the first 
thoughts to enter our mind.

ARTBOARD SIZE CONTENT (IMAGES / VIDEO)  
1080X1080 pixels - ratio [1:1] / ratio [4:5]

RESOLUTION: > 70 to 300 dpi

CAPTION

HASHTAGS* 
*tab on page 21

CAPTION
description of the products, 
quotes or extract from our mag&news
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Instagram Post Structure 
Caption and Copyright

liked by NeniStudio

CAPTION: Description Picture
*description of the products, quotes or estract from [comfort zone] journal

Remedy Defence Cream
*brand always written in lowercaps and with square brackets

*product name always written with capital initial

[ comfort zone ] comfortzonecountry

comfortzonecountry When we think about menopause, mood 
swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are the first 
thoughts to enter our mind. HASHTAGS*: Effective and Not Too Many

*tab on page 21

TAG: If The Picture Refers to a Specific Person
*in case of influencers repost 
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Hashtag Guidelines 
Categories And Usage

Please use narrow-scope hashtags relevant to your market
avoid the mainstream ones like #skincare.

Always use the branded #comfortzoneskincare hashtag when 
posting content.

Always use the #thejoyofbeauty  hashtag when posting contents 
related to the topic of aging.

Always use #sustainablebeauty for corporate topic, and when talking 
about values linked to sustainability

e.g. #skincare (38.9 million)

e.g. #skincareroutine (5.1 million)

e.g. #skincarecommunity (657k)

#comfortzoneskincare (4.5k)

#comfortzonespa (1.5k)

#comfortzoneexperiencetour (11)

INDUSTRY

NICHE

COMMUNITY

LOCATION
e.g. #skincarecommunity_de (15.1k)

SPECIFICS

EVENT
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Instagram Post Structure 

CorporateProducts Professional Lifestyle

Village, BCorp, Sustainabilitystill life, product usage, textures treatments, spas, skin experts inspiration, diet, exercise, mindfulness
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comfortzonecountry

Products (still life, product usage, textures)

* % monthly average percentage 

Professional (treatments, spas, skin experts)

Corporate (Village, BCorp, Sustainability, other)

Lifestyle (inspiration, diet, exercise, mindfulness)

The feed overview / order of content
must be always composed to avoid any repetition 
of the same ‘category’ of content - in line and column.

10%

20%

30%

40%

Instagram Post
Content Preview
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Image [1:1]

comfortzonecountry

liked by NeniStudio

Instagram Post Structure
Do’s

[1:1]

[4:5]

Image [4:5]

comfortzonecountry

liked by NeniStudio

comfortzonecountry When we think about menopause, 
mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are
the first thoughts to enter our mind.

comfortzonecountry When we think about menopause, 
mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are
the first thoughts to enter our mind.
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Multiple Pictures Collage Carousel Landscaper Format [16:9]

liked by NeniStudio

liked by NeniStudio

Instagram Post Structure
Don’ts

comfortzonecountry
comfortzonecountry comfortzonecountry

comfortzonecountry

comfortzonecountry

When we think about menopause, 

When we think about menopause, 

mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are
the first thoughts to enter our mind.

mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated aging and the loss of fertility are
the first thoughts to enter our mind.

*Instagram’s engagement algorithms are constantly changing. The carousel function is the one that seems to fluctuate the most. 
We recommend testing this function in your market and evaluate the engagement performance to then re-asses its usage.
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Instagram Repost

REPOST ONLY THROUGH  
app such as FAST SAVE*

@influencername

OFFICIAL PICTURES ONLY 
*provided monthly in high resolution and with copyright specifications

TAG ON PICTURE
*influencer and content creator

MENTION - INFLUENCER REPOST
*mention the influencer, in the first two lines of the caption.

*or any other app that allows reposting without watermark

How to repost

comfortzonecountry

liked by NeniStudio

comfortzonecountry
When we think about menopause, mood swings, hot flashes, accelerated 
aging and the loss of fertility are the first thoughts to enter our mind.
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Original Contents

Official Pictures 

Instagram
How To Repost - Percentage And Timing

m
in

. 6
0%

up
 t

o 
40

%

It’s very important that every Profile produces his 
own portion of original content.

POST THE ORIGINAL PICTURES 
AFTER  @comfortzoneskincare

The release of original content is on @comfortzoneskincare,
and every other profile can repost the same content only after.!
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Instagram Stories
Content Selection

Lifestyle / Concept Product Feature Davines Village FAQ’S Openings / Events B-Corp / Educational
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Instagram Stories
Hashtag and Mentions 

#comfortzoneskincare

#comfortzoneskincare

do’s. don’ts.
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Instagram Stories
Content ‘Safe Area’

*On every device - depending on the dimensions and resolution - the 
visualization of the content may change. The ‘Safe Area’ is rapresented by 
the space in wich the correct display of the content is garanteed.

no prefixed dimensions.
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Instagram Stories
Overview

> 3 frames *the layout is not prefixed and depends on the type of content.

Cover Image + Title Text - Description Image - Text

Your skin is dynamic. 
You have to custom-
ize what is best for you 
according to what’s go-
ing on in your life right 
now. Dietary changes, 
seasons, and stress – 
each of these chang-
es affect your skin.”

Your skin is dynamic.
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Instagram Stories
Visual Guidelines - Instagram Stories

[ comfort zone ]

Remedy Defence Cream

“Innovative texture that transforms during its use.”

Use always Franklin Gothic Heavy Regular 

Use always Ehrhardt MT Std Regular 

Use always Nobel Book/Regular
*recommended color palette

Logo:

Product Name/Titles

Longer text / Descriptions

*all our layouts are available in *psd extention for Photoshop. 
In case you do not have access to it, please use App like Unfold.
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Influencers Collaborations

Select influencers with a highly engaged audience as opposed to 
influencers with a bigger follower number and inactive following

The influencers need to have a real engaged audience 
that fits with your target demographic*

Brief

An influencer with 5k highly engaged audience is better than one with 100k and 
the wrong demographic, because during this stage the aim is to build awareness, 
let people know the concept behind the brand and turn followers into fans. 

*check the nature of the comments they receive and spot bot-like patterns. If the comments are all 
emojis or ‘cute’ ‘beautiful’ ‘nice pic’ that’s a very big red flag of inauthenticity.
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Influencers 

@vanessacaputo - Skincare & Beauty Blogger

@vanessacaputo
Skincare/Beauty

Followers 24.313
Avg Likes per Post 1241
Engagement Rate 5.35%
Location Milan

*The social media activity of 
the influencer is focused
on skincare and beauty

Do’s
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@akeilaamorin - Fashion & Lifestyle

@akeilaamorin
Wellness/Lifestyle

Followers 22.447
Avg Likes per Post 574
Engagement Rate 2.77%
Location Porto

*The social media activity of 
the influencer is not focused 
on skincare and beauty

Influencers
Don’ts
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The [comfort zone] social media guidelines have been developed in collaboration with Neni Studio 
with the purpose of providing a useful tool to manage the brand’s social channel. 
If any questions or doubts arise, please feel free to contact M.Giacobbe@davines.it.




